Abstract
Introduction
Many patients with heart failure have an underlying abnormality in the cardiac conduction system [1] , such that the timing of the ventricular contractions becomes dyssynchronous, which further impairs cardiac output [2] . In these cases, restoration of ventricular synchrony is accomplished by use of an implantable pacemaker, which activates both ventricles in a process known as cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) or biventricular pacing (BVP).
While CRT is successful in many cases, at least 30% of patients do not respond to CRT [3] . Recently, it has been proposed that if the ventricles are paced sequentially (V-V timing), instead of simultaneously, the ventricular synchrony of the heart can be further improved. This could help to maximize the mechanical efficiency of the heart, allowing more patients to benefit from CRT [4] .
One possible non-invasive method for evaluating ventricular electrical synchrony during different pacing modes is body-surface potential mapping (BSPM). It requires the placement of at least 100 electrocardiographic leads on the patient torso, in a variety of configurations. Because of the increased spatial resolution, BSPM provides a comprehensive three-dimensional picture of cardiac electrical activity that is not possible with the conventional 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG). Moreover, it is possible to incorporate patient-specific torso geometry from computed tomography (CT) scans and calculate activation sequences (depicted as isochrones of activation times) on the epicardial surface of the heart. Epicardial potential maps and isochrones can be used to asses the electrical synchrony of the ventricles and are, therefore, valuable tools for determining the optimal inter-ventricular pacing delay.
Methods
Body-surface potential recordings were performed on two patients with implanted Medtronic CRT devices (InSync III and Concerto) at the QEII Health Sciences Centre in Halifax. Ethics approval was obtained from the Research Ethics Board. One hundred and twenty disposable radiolucent Ag/AgCl surface electrodes (FoxMed, Idstein, Germany) were attached to the patients' torso in the Dalhousie mapping configuration. The V-V timing was varied from L80R (indicating LV lead activation, 80 ms delay and then RV lead activation) to R80L. 15 seconds of recording was done for each setting. Data were acquired via a custom acquistion system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) at 2000 Hz and digitized with 16-bit quantization. All recordings were stored off-line for later analysis.
Axial CT scans of the upper torso were performed for each patient using a Siemens SOMATOM Sensations 64-slice CT scanner (Siemens Medical, USA) at the QEII Health Sciences Centre. The spacing between each scan was 1 mm and the resulting images were stored in the DI-COM format for analysis with Amira 4.0 software (Mer- cury Computer Systems, Chelmsford, MA). The torso and epicardial surfaces were segmented and triangulated in a fashion that mimicked the Dalhousie standard torso and heart models using custom Matlab algorithms (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) [5] , and the epicardial surface was divided into LV and RV sections. The location of the pacing tips was derived from the CT scans. Patient #1 had an anterior LV pacing lead, while patient #2 had a more optimal postero-basal LV location of pacing lead. The raw BSPM recordings were interpolated for leads with artifactual noise and to eliminate artifact from the second pacing stimulus. The inverse problem of electrocardiography was solved using the least-squares minimization problem and second-order Tikhonov regularization. The regularization parameter was obtained using the Lcurve method. In some cases, the second-order regularization provided unstable solutions, so zero-order regularization was utilized. For comparison, the inverse solution was performed using both a standard and a patient-specific geometry set [6, 7] .
From the time-sequence of epicardial potentials (electrograms), isochrones of activation were derived using the steepest negative slope method. Dyssynchrony was assessed by a measure of the area between the LV and RV percent surface activated curves, referred to as ∆PSAC (see Fig. 1 ). Minimizing this measure provides an indication for which CRT setting is best at minimizing dyssynchrony. This quantitative measure was computed for a number of CRT settings for each patient in the study.
Next, computer simulations of CRT pacing were performed using the hybrid version of Dalhousie heart model [8] . This bi-domain anisotropic model consists of 2.5 million cells and incorporates a realistic conduction system, composed of a His-bundle, left and right branches and Purkinje fibres. Pacing stimulus locations were placed in Figure 2 . Isochrones of activation from patient #1 for LV only, RV only, R24L and L24R pacing. Time scale in milliseconds in shown in centre. Grey dots correspond to the pacing tips.
positions analogous to the lead tip positions in each of the patients. Heart failure was simulated by interrupting the conduction system to induce left-bundle-branch block (LBBB). Slowed conduction was introduced to simulate ischemic conditions. The heart model was also used to simulate fusion pacing. ∆PSAC was calculated and then compared with the results derived from the clinical recordings.
3.
Results Figure 2 shows a panel view of isochrones from patient #1. This example shows that the earliest activation occurs near the epicardial pacing site for epicardial LV-only pacing. Activation on the RV is delayed for endocardial RVonly pacing because of the epicardial breakthrough time. CRT pacing changes the activation pattern substantially. This is reflected in the synchrony measure for CRT pacing: ∆PSAC results shown in Fig. 3 demonstrate that CRT pacing reduces dyssynchrony and this measure suggests an optimal V-V setting. It is also noted that in patient #2, minimal inter-ventricular dyssynchrony was present near simultaneous pacing, negating the search for an optimal setting. Similar activation patterns can be seen with greater resolution from the heart model simulations. The elliptical spread of the wavefront, caused by the anisotropic properties of the myocardium, is observed very clearly (not shown). The ∆PSAC values derived from the heart model also demonstrate a similar trend when compared to the clinical recordings, more notably with patient #2. The magnitudes of ∆PSAC for the heart model simulations were considerably smaller than those for the clinical recordings, suggesting that patient-specific heart fail- ure was not captured in the model setup. This was true for the interrupted LBBB or when the LBBB was removed with slowed conduction. Figure 5 shows the results from the fusion pacing simulations. Dyssynchrony, as measured by ∆PSAC, is reduced by a similar magnitude when compared to CRT pacing. In the case of patient #2, who has a postero-basal LV lead, a substantial reduction in dyssynchrony occurs at the L24 setting (LV is paced 24 ms before intrinsic RV activation starts). Patient #1, who has the anterior pacing location, does not have the same reduction in dyssynchrony as patient #2.
Discussion and conclusions
Using BSPM recordings, isochrones of activation in response to CRT pacing were derived using patient-specific torso and epicardial geometry from two patients suffering from heart failure. Our method of presenting LV and RV activation progression (the percent surface activated curves) was shown to be a simple and intuitive way to vi- Figure 5 . Area between LV and RV percent activated curves (∆PSAC) for fusion pacing simulations sualize the effects of CRT pacing. The quantitative measure based on the area between the percent surface activated curves, ∆PSAC, was used to predict which pacing interval was optimal for reducing electrical dyssynchrony. ∆PSAC correlated well with E syn , the measure proposed by Ramanathan et al. [9] . It is not clear from the results whether a standardized torso is sufficient or if the accuracy of patient-specific geometry is required.
The Dalhousie computer heart model was used to mimic heart failure conditions (LBBB and ischemia) and pacing simulations demonstrated that the heart model could be a valuable tool for predicting CRT response. It was also used to simulate fusion pacing, which may be the future of CRT pacing algorithms. Simulations of fusion pacing in an anatomically realistic heart model have not been reported before.
Two key observations can be made from this investigation. The first is the influence of pacing locations on reducing dyssynchrony. Placing the LV pacing tip on the postero-basal section of LV and pacing both leads simultaneously helps to greatly reduce dyssynchrony without the need for optimal programming of the delay. This suggests that in patients with optimal lead placement, programming of the V-V timing may not be necessary [10] . This also applies to fusion pacing, which is an ideal pacing mode, since it only requires delivering one stimulus, possibly prolonging the device's lifespan. The second key observation is that a relationship between electrical dyssynchrony and mechanical performance needs to be established. As we have shown, CRT pacing induces an electrical pattern of activation that can be used to reduce electrical dyssynchrony between the ventricles, but our BSPM do not provide any information about how these patterns improve cardiac output, which is the true goal of CRT. Echocardiographic studies will be required to show how measures of dyssynchrony correlate with cardiac performance [11, 12] .
There were some other limitations to this study to consider. The inverse solution algorithm yields an estimate of the epicardial potential distribution. The error in the estimate can be influenced by lead position, geometry accuracy and recording noise [13] . We found that it was difficult to correlate the heart model results with the clinical recordings. Heart failure is a complex condition and capturing the idiopathic variations in conduction block and ischemia for each patient is a daunting task [14] .
Using BSPMs to evaluate the optimal setting for CRT devices is an intricate process. The results presented here constitute an important step toward the goal of clinical use of BSPMs and are a good indicator of the potential that this approach has. It would be premature at this time to speculate how successful this technique would be at improving patient response. Clearly, there are a considerable number of factors that need to be considered before this method can be used routinely. However, with a careful approach in future research projects, it seems feasible that both the BSPM and the heart-model simulations could be valuable tools to help optimize resynchronization therapy.
